
Today’s Classroom Essentials
Equip classrooms of any shape, size or format with key 
solutions to support every student and educator.

SUPPORTING STUDENTS 1:1

Help students maximize their power and potential of learning apps with these essential tools.  Whether it’s a 
headset to support their focus or a stylus to support creativity, these are must-haves for today’s classrooms.

RUGGED COMBO  
KEYBOARD CASES
920-011685 (EU only)
920-009658 (Rugged Combo 3)
920-010367 (Rugged Combo 3 Touch)
920-011133 (Rugged Combo 4)
920-011130 (Rugged Combo 4 Touch)
Logitech keyboard cases are the perfect partner 
for iPad in the classroom, protecting against 
drops, spills and scratches, meeting military 
standards of drop protection (up to 1.2m). 

ZONE LEARN HEADSET
981-001372 (3.5 mm AUX, On-ear)
981-001389 (3.5 mm AUX, Over-ear)
981-001367 (USB-C, On-ear)
981-001383 (USB-C, Over-ear)
The Zone Learn headset is a durable, customizable 
headset, keeping students in the learning zone 
with a comfortable, micro-adjustable fit and 
audio that’s designed for speech.

LOGITECH CRAYON
914-000046 (Lightning)
914-000080 (USB-C)
Powered by Apple Pencil technology, Logitech 
Crayon is a versatile, pixel-precise digital pencil 
for iPad supporting hands of all sizes and 
developing fine motor skills.

H111 STEREO HEADSET
981-000593
Affordable and practical, the H111 stereo headset 
features a 3.5 mm audio jack and cleanable, 
comfortable leatherette ear cushions.

LOGITECH PEN
914-000065
Logitech Pen is a pixel-precise rechargeable 
stylus that lets students write with exceptional 
accuracy on their USI-enabled Chromebook 
device as easily as they can with pen and paper.

M325 MOUSE
910-006062
Our compact, ambidextrous wireless USB mouse 
with a battery life to go the full school year and 
then some.  



EQUIPPING EDUCATORS

Supporting every great educator is a suite of tools that maximize productivity and creativity.

COMBO TOUCH  
KEYBOARD CASE
920-011433 (10th gen iPad)
920-009608 (7th-9th gen iPad)
The iPad keyboard case that allows 
educators to type, view, write 
& sketch, and read on iPad— all 
while keeping the front, back, 
and corners snug and protected. 
Features a detachable keyboard.

K400+ KEYBOARD
920-007119
A quiet, easy-to-use keyboard 
with a built-in touchpad, plus 
all the hotkeys Windows® and 
Android™ users know and love. 
Complete with media controls 
that make navigating a classroom 
smartboard or TV a breeze.

SPOTLIGHT 
PRESENTATION 
REMOTE
910-004654
Every teacher’s favorite: Spotlight 
is a whole new standard in 
presentation control — specifically 
designed to keep audiences 
engaged. Control classroom 
presentations while being able to 
“spotlight” specific content.

BRIO 505
960-001411
Make recording content or virtual 
instruction easy with Brio 505, 
a 1080p plug-and-play webcam 
certified by major video platforms.  
Includes light correction, auto-
framing, and Show Mode.

CONNECT THE WHOLE CLASS

Engage every student - wherever they sit - in classroom content and conversation through video 
conferencing solutions that give every student a front row seat.  Our solutions are compatible with 

most major video conferencing platforms and learning management services.

RALLY VIDEO  
CONFERENCING SOLUTIONS
960-001485 (Huddle)
960-001336 (Mini)
960-001308 (Rally Bar)
960-001225 (Rally Plus)
Collaborative classrooms are at your fingertips 
with our family of Rally video conferencing 
solutions. A premium, ultra-HD conference 
cam, available in a range of sizes, Rally products 
make sure everyone in the room can be seen 
and heard.

SCRIBE WHITEBOARD 
CAMERA
960-001332
An AI-powered whiteboard camera, Scribe 
empowers all learners to participate fully by 
broadcasting unobstructed whiteboard content 
in classrooms and hybrid learning environments.

LOGITECH REACH
Coming soon
Logitech Reach is a 2-in-1 full HD webcam & 
overhead camera allowing easy show and tell 
of non-digital content to audiences in every 
context, and enabling educators to keep 
students engaged..
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